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We consider the capacity planning problem during a product transition in which demand for a
new-generation product gradually replaces that for the old product. Capacity for the new product
can be acquired both by purchasing new production lines and by converting existing production
lines for the old product. Furthermore, in either case, the new product capacity is “retro-fitted” to
be flexible, i.e., to be able to also produce the old product. This capacity planning problem arises
regularly at Intel, which served as the motivating context for this research. We formulate a two-
product capacity planning model to determine the equipment purchase and conversion schedule,
considering (i) time-varying and uncertain demand, (ii) dedicated and flexible capacity, (iii) in-
ventory and equipment costs, and (iv) a chance-constrained service level requirement. We develop
a solution approach that accounts for the risk-pooling benefit of flexible capacity (a closed-loop
planning approach) and compare it with a solution that is similar to Intel’s current practice (an
open-loop planning approach). We evaluate both approaches with a realistic but disguised example
and show that the closed-loop planning solution leads to savings in both equipment and inventory
costs, and matches more closely the service level targets for the two products. Our numerical exper-
iments illuminate the cost tradeoffs between purchasing new capacity and converting old capacity,
and between a level capacity plan versus a chase capacity plan.
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1 Introduction

Technology advances often drive frequent product upgrades in the high-tech industry. For example,

Intel continually introduces new processors into the market, driven by its tick-tock cadence strategy

where each “tick” represents a new generation of silicon technology and each “tock” represents a new

product architecture (Shenoy and Daniel, 2006). As a result, a new microprocessor is introduced

to the market each year and the company is constantly in transition, i.e., moving the production

from one product to the next. In this paper, we study the capacity planning decisions during a

product transition. During the transition period, the demand for the older generation product

gradually ramps down whereas that for the new product ramps up. Therefore, companies need to
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manage production according to this demand behavior. For each transition, many changes take

place throughout the manufacturing process, often requiring upgrades or replacement of equipment;

for example, at Intel, changes in process technology occur at wafer production (Fabs), as well as at

Assembly and Test.

In comparison to product upgrades, equipment updates are less frequent since the same equip-

ment can often be used for the production of multiple generations of products. However, during each

product transition, the equipment has to be reconfigured to fit the production specifications of the

new product. This may involve mechanically changing the equipment configurations (for example,

replacing certain tools), relocating equipment across factories, as well as qualifying new equipment

configurations for the production of existing and new products. Qualification at Intel follows the

“copy exactly” process, which was developed to ensure fast and reliable technology transfers from

development to mass production: “everything which might affect the process, or how it is run, is to

be copied down to the finest detail ... data is collected at the process step output level on parame-

ters ... and they are compared to results at the R&D site” (McDonald, 1998). In other words, each

set of equipment has to match the target output generated from the development factory, and as

a result, the qualification of equipment is a time-consuming, resource-intensive, and costly process.

In a collaborative research project with Intel, we have examined the equipment decisions relating

to product transitions that occur in an Assembly and Test production environment; the results are

applicable to manufacturing companies facing similar challenges caused by product transitions. For

example, in the automotive industry, the introduction of a new model often requires “retooling” of

existing production lines (Bresnahan and Ramey, 1994; Leone and Bradley, 1982); thus a similar

problem of capacity planning ensues.

?

Flux AttachA Furnace

Flux AttachB Furnace

Old product

New product

?

FAF-A

FAF-B

Figure 1: Equipment Options

As an example, we consider one equipment module in the assembly factory for Intel. The module

consists of three tools and attaches an electronic chip to a substrate: (1) The flux tool applies flux

to the substrate to remove oxides and contaminations from the surfaces, (2) the attachment tool

places the chip die on the substrate and aligns it with the substrate, and (3) then, in a “reflow”
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process, a furnace heats the substrate and forms a solder joint between the substrate and the chip.

We refer to this module as the Flux-Attachment-Furnace or “FAF” module (to mask the actual

name). A FAF module is configured to produce a single product or multiple products, where the

attachment tool determines the configuration. In Figure 1, we illustrate two configurations of the

FAF module: FAF-A has an attachment tool A that allows it to produce the older generation

product, while FAF-B produces the new generation with attachment tool B. In this paper, we

refer to each set of equipment of a particular configuration as a line, which is a combination of

several tools and performs a sequence of production steps. The FAF line provides an illustration

of equipment options during a transition. Often there might be multiple tools within a line that

need to be replaced in a conversion; the mathematical model and method are applicable to these

more general cases.

There are two ways to create capacity for the new generation product. First, the company can

purchase new equipment from suppliers to set up a new FAF-B line. A new FAF-B line has all

three of its subtools newly purchased from suppliers. Second, as the demand for the old product

decreases, the need for FAF-A lines decreases, and the company may convert an existing FAF-A

line to a FAF-B line by replacing the AttachA tool with an AttachB tool, as indicated by the solid

arrow in Figure 1 (the question mark indicating that this is an option). In this case, the company

only pays for a new AttachB tool instead of the entire line. The old line must be shut down for

the duration of the conversion, which is about the same length as the lead time for the purchase

and installation of a new line. In most cases, the conversion is irreversible. A manager has to

decide upon an appropriate equipment conversion and procurement schedule during the capacity

planning stage, which is the focus of this paper. We study these capacity planning decisions when

a company faces stochastic and time-varying demand for two consecutive generations of products.

One option often used in practice is to “retro-fit” the new equipment so that it can also produce

the old product, which effectively creates a flexible line. In Figure 1, we show this option with the

hollow arrow extending from the old product to FAF-B. Although there are benefits from flexible

capacity, the cost is high to retro-fit a line to be flexible across product generations (in a typical

case, around $500, 000). This decision induces debate among the managers on whether the retro-fit

investment cost is justified. Currently these decisions are made on an ad hoc basis. Therefore, our

solution also enables the manager to quantify the value of retro-fitting.

The company determines the capacity plan nine to twelve months ahead of the actual demand

based on the sales forecast. As is common in most capacity decisions, the fundamental tradeoff

faced by the company is to meet service level requirements, and to control its equipment and
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inventory costs in light of the demand uncertainty for both the old and new generation products.

In this paper, given the time-varying and uncertain demand, we determine the optimal capacity

plan: when to convert existing FAF-A lines to FAF-B lines, how many to convert, and when and

how many new FAF-B lines to purchase.

The main contributions of the paper are to present, formulate and solve a capacity problem that

is commonly faced by manufacturing companies experiencing product transitions. We develop a

two-product joint capacity and production model with the following features: (i) time-varying and

uncertain demand, (ii) dedicated as well as flexible capacity, (iii) inventory and equipment costs,

and (iv) chance-constrained service level requirement. We develop a simple solution approach to

the problem when production decisions are made before the realization of demand (an open-loop

planning approach, which is a proxy for Intel’s current practice) and a heuristic capacity solution

to account for the risk-pooling benefit of flexible capacity (a closed-loop planning approach that

postpones the production decision until after demand realization). We evaluate the model and

solution approaches with a disguised Intel data set. The comparison of the two solutions suggests

that accounting for risk pooling leads to savings in both equipment cost and inventory cost, in

addition to providing more balanced service levels between the two products. Our solutions reveal

two major tradeoffs in this capacity planning problem: one between the options of new purchase

and conversion, and one between chase versus level capacity strategies. Whereas such tradeoffs have

been studied in the literature, they have not been examined in the setting of a product transition.

In Section 2, we provide a survey of relevant literature. In Section 3, we describe in detail the

assumptions and modeling choices made in the paper. In Section 4, we propose a two-step approach

to solve the capacity problem, assuming production decisions are made before the realization of

demand. In Section 5, we consider the impact of delaying the production decisions, and develop

a heuristic solution to account for capacity flexibility. In Section 6, we apply these methods to a

realistic example and test the performance of the methods. We conclude in Section 7.

2 Relationships to Prior Work

Literature on capacity planning has been vast and broad, and Luss (1982) and van Mieghem (2003)

provide in-depth albeit dated reviews. We review research streams directly relevant to our work.

Capacity Expansions and Replacement. An early stream of research examines the tradeoff

of capacity installation cost and economies of scale in capacity expansion (e.g., Manne 1961, Er-

lenkotter 1974, Bean and Smith 1985), to identify the timing and size of capacity expansions given
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the demand growth. The capacity replacement literature (e.g., Yano 1984, Jones et al. 1991, Bean

et al. 1985, 1994) considers equipment replacement due to aging, deterioration, and obsolescence.

Rajagopalan (1998) combines replacement with expansion in a deterministic model where capacity

can be purchased and disposed to meet the demand, and extends his model to include uncertain

technology breakthroughs. In contrast, we focus on capacity expansion and conversion due to the

introduction of a new product and product transition. In addition, we account for production and

inventory planning considerations, along with capacity decisions.

Demand Uncertainty. Most capacity planning models in the literature do not address uncer-

tainty. Among those that do, demand uncertainty is often modeled with a scenario-based approach

(e.g., Eppen et al. 1989, Karabuk and Wu 2002, Swaminathan 2000, Ahmed and Sahinidis 2003,

Huang and Ahmed 2009). The scenario-based method works well if demand can be represented by

a small number of demand scenarios. However, as the number of possible scenarios increases, the

computation burden grows rapidly. The problem exacerbates with time-varying demand and with

the number of products and time periods under consideration.

Joint Capacity and Production Decisions. Capacity and production decisions are of-

ten decoupled in practice because they involve different scopes with different planning horizons.

Thus, a capacity problem can be thought of a two-stage problem with recourse, consisting of (i)

a capacity decision and (ii) a production decision. The second-stage problem is a multi-product

capacitated production problem, and that alone has proven to be difficult since one has to consider

the inventory and future capacity availability when determining the production quantities (see, for

example Janakiraman et al. (2008)). The joint capacity and production problem is therefore more

challenging. In simpler single-product, single-capacity settings of Angelus and Porteus (2002) and

Bradley and Glynn (2002), capacity and production policies for minimizing a cost can be speci-

fied using thresholds. In this paper, we study a two-product, two-capacity, multi-period capacity

problem with stochastic and time-varying demand under high service requirements, where service

level requirements are exogenously imposed. We need to determine capacity purchase and capacity

conversion in the presence of product-flexible capacity.

For a joint capacity and production problem with multiple products, Rajagopalan and Swami-

nathan (2001) have developed a heuristic procedure when demand is deterministic. With stochastic

demand, Huh and Roundy (2005) assume lost sales and no inventory carry-over; hence there is no

temporal dependence in their problem setup. Their approach is extended by Huh et al. (2006). All

of these papers do not explicitly capture the inventory carry-over and the risk-pooling effect among

products.
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Product-flexible Capacity. In our problem, the equipment configuration for the new prod-

uct can be made flexible to also produce the old product. Early work on capacity planning involving

flexible capacity often ignores the risk-pooling benefit (e.g., Erlenkotter 1974). However, flexibility

is a hedging tactic (van Mieghem, 2007) and the value of product-flexible capacity is commonly

recognized but difficult to quantify. Fine and Freund (1990) study a single-period capacity problem

in which both dedicated and flexible capacities are available, and provide shadow values of the

capacity constraints. van Mieghem (1998) considers a similar problem and shows that investing

in flexible capacity could be optimal even with perfectly positive correlation between the products

because of the price differentials of the products. Bish and Wang (2004) extend the van Mieghem

(1998) model to a continuous demand distribution and they include ex post pricing decisions. For

multi-period capacity planning problems, Li and Tirupati (1994) allow both dedicated and flexible

capacities to exhibit economies of scale and study the tradeoff with linear operating costs. They

later extend the model to a special case of stochastic demand with a stationary and uniform demand

distribution (Li and Tirupati, 1995), assuming probabilistic service level instead of shortage cost

penalties, a modeling choice we adopt in this paper as well. Both of these papers ignore inventory

fluctuations and backorders.

3 Problem Description and Assumptions

We consider a setting with two equipment configurations and two products, where the old con-

figuration (Configuration A) is dedicated to produce the old product, and the new configuration

(Configuration B) is flexible to produce both the old and the new products. The old and new prod-

ucts are referred to as products 1 and 2, respectively. We study a problem of planning capacity

for a fixed horizon of T periods, and we assume that all the capacity decisions are made at the

beginning of the horizon; this assumption is partly due to long procurement lead times for capacity

adjustment, and is consistent with the current practice. (See, for example, Çakanyildirim et al.

(2004).)

Initial Equipment Configuration. Our interest is the planning horizon during which

one product transitions from one generation to the next. We assume that, at the beginning of

the planning horizon, the existing Configuration-A capacity is sufficient for the demand of the old

product. Since this demand is expected to decline during the horizon, we do not consider increasing

the Configuration-A capacity. For the new configuration (Configuration-B), the company usually

starts with a small number (often 1 or 2) of lines; these are often set up during the development
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stage and used as a benchmark for any additional lines. We also assume zero inventory or backorders

at the beginning of the horizon.

Capacity Decisions and Qualification Lead Times. We can acquire capacity for the

new configuration by (i) purchasing new lines or (ii) converting existing old configuration lines

to the new configuration, or both. In either case, it takes some time to assemble or convert the

equipment and then to qualify the line, i.e., to install, test and tune the equipment such that they

meet the performance standard. This lead time is approximately the same for both new purchase

and conversion at Intel (in the motivating context); we assume the lead times are the same and

denote the lead time by τ .

Let Qb(t) denote the number of new lines purchased that become available for production at

time t, i.e., the company purchases the equipment from the suppliers at time t−τ . Let Qc(t) be the

number of conversions the company starts at time t (when the equipment under conversion can no

longer produce the old product), and the converted equipment becomes available as Configuration-

B capacity in period t + τ . Let KA(t) and KB(t) be the available capacity (number of lines) of

Configurations A and B, respectively, at time t. (The initial capacities, KA(0) and KB(0), are

already given.) Then, capacity can be modeled by the following equations:

KA(t) = KA(t− 1)−Qc(t), (3.1)

KB(t) = KB(t− 1) + Qb(t) + Qc(t− τ) . (3.2)

Production Decisions. Our model includes production decisions and their inventory impli-

cations, as they are relevant within the planning horizon for the capacity decisions under study. Let

PA
1 (t) denote the production quantity of product 1 using Configuration A. Similarly, let PB

1 (t) and

PB
2 (t) denote the production quantities of products 1 and 2, respectively, using Configuration B.

Also, let rA
1 , rB

1 and rB
2 represent the corresponding production rates (units per machine hour), and

let µ be the number of machine hours per line of capacity per time period. Then, the production

quantities should satisfy the following capacity constraints:

PA
1 (t)/rA

1 (t) ≤ µ ·KA(t) , (3.3)

PB
1 (t)/rB

1 (t) + PB
2 (t)/rB

2 (t) ≤ µ ·KB(t) . (3.4)

At the time of capacity planning, one needs to have some understanding of future production

decisions since they in turn affect capacity decisions. In the model presented in Section 4, we

suppose that one determines a long-term production plan at the same time as capacity planning.

Following the convention in Bertsekas (2000), we name this the “open-loop” planning model. This
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loosely mimics Intel’s current practice on capacity planning. We use this as a baseline and compare

it to the closed-loop planning model that we present in Section 5. In this case we assume that one

can delay the determination of the production plan until after demand has been realized.

Costs and Service Requirement. Based on Intel’s current practice, we take a depreciation

approach to account for cost related to capacity decisions. If c is the investment associated with a

capacity decision, we attribute to each period the cost of δ · c, where δ is the depreciation rate per

time period; this cost is charged for each period from the time the investment is made until the

end of the planning horizon.

Let cb and cc denote the cost of purchasing one line of Configuration B and the cost of converting

one line from Configuration A to B, respectively. Then, for a new line that becomes available for

production in period t, the total depreciation cost associated with this line during the horizon is

δ · cb · [T − (t − τ)] since this line must have arrived from the supplier τ periods before time t in

order to go through the qualification process. Similarly, for any Configuration-A line that started

conversion in period t, the total depreciation cost is δ · cc · (T − t).

We model the service level as a probabilistic chance constraint for each product. Often, the

service level requirement of a product is a hard constraint that is ultimately driven by the key cus-

tomers of that particular product; thus it is product-specific. In addition, service level requirements

at Intel are high (often between 95-99%) because stockout can cause major production disruptions

and enormous loss to its OEM customers. Let Si(t) be a random variable representing the cumu-

lative demand for product i by time t. We assume that the demand distributions are continuous.

We let CPi(t) represent the cumulative production quantity for product i at the end of period t,

which evolves according to

CP 1(t) = CP 1(t− 1) + PA
1 (t) + PB

1 (t) and (3.5)

CP2(t) = CP2(t− 1) + PB
2 (t) . (3.6)

We assume we have a target service level requirement for each product, given by ηi; and the service

requirement is given as a chance constraint for each i ∈ {1, 2}:

Prob (Si(t) ≤ CPi(t)) ≥ ηi , (3.7)

for each period t. We can have a time-dependent service requirement ηi(t), but do not include

this for expositional simplicity. This service level measure corresponds to the probability of “not

stocking out” in each period. (Alternative service measures could be used as well. For example,
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consider

E[min{Si(t), CPi(t)}]
E[Si(t)]

≥ η̂ or Prob

(

min{Si(t), CPi(t)}
Si(t)

≥ ζ

)

≥ η̌

for appropriate values of η̂, η̌ and ζ. In both cases, the left-hand-sides are nondecreasing in CPi(t),

and one can carry out an analysis similar to the one presented in later sections.)

In addition, we note that [CPi(t)−Si(t)]
+ is the amount of inventory carried at the end of period

t. Because the target service level is quite high, in this paper, we approximate [CPi(t)−Si(t)]
+ with

CPi(t) − Si(t). We recognize that the quality of this approximation depends on the tail behavior

of the random variable Si(t). However, this simplification has been used in the inventory and

production literature (Bitran and Yanasse, 1984; Bookbinder and Tan, 1988; Bitran and Leong,

1990). Then, we approximate the holding cost for product i in period t by hi · (CPi(t) − Si(t)),

where hi is the cost of holding one unit of product i for one period. For high values of ηi, we provide

three arguments that our approximation is quite reasonable. First, if Si(t) is bounded above by

Si(t), then

E[CPi(t)− Si(t)]
+ − E[CPi(t)− Si(t)] = E[Si(t)− CPi(t)]

+

= E[Si(t)− CPi(t)|Si(t) > CPi(t)] · P [Si(t) > CPi(t)]

≤ [Si(t)− CPi(t)] · (1− ηi) .

Second, if Si(t) is uniformly distributed, we can show that the relative error of the inventory amount

is given by

(1− ηi)
2

η2
i

(3.8)

which is only 0.28% when ηi = 0.95. (See Appendix A.1 for the proof of (3.8).) Note that this is a

second-order quantity in terms of the product service level requirement. Third, if Si(t) is normally

distributed with the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) of 0.5, the relative

error can be computed to be at most 1.06% when ηi = 0.95. (See Figure 6; the derivation of the

relative error under normal distribution follows Chopra and Meindl (2003), Appendix 11C.)

4 Capacity Planning with Open-Loop Production

In this section, we study the capacity planning problem for a product transition described in

Section 3, where both capacity and production decisions are determined at the beginning of the

horizon, i.e., open-loop production. This is also referred to as the “static uncertainty” or “zero-

order rule” production (Bookbinder and Tan, 1988; Charnes and Cooper, 1963). For this problem,
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the optimization problem under demand uncertainty can be transformed into a linear programming

formulation.

We state the following problem Γ1, to determine the capacity purchase and conversion plan

that minimizes the capacity investment costs and related inventory holding costs:

Γ1 ≡ min
T

∑

t=1

[Qc(t) · δ · cc · (T − t) + Qb(t) · δ · cb · (τ + T − t)] + E

T
∑

t=1

∑

i∈{1,2}

hi · [CPi(t)− Si(t)]

s. t. (3.1) to (3.7) ,

where the expectation is taken over Si(t), for t = 1, . . . , T . All of the decision variables are

nonnegative. (In this paper, we assume that the number of purchases and conversions can be

fractional as it makes it easier to illustrate the tradeoffs we explore; we could incorporate the

integrality requirement into our formulation at the expense of increased computational effort.)

In the above formulation, the chance constraint (3.7) can be transformed to be linear by defining

minimum cumulative production requirement, si(t), as the smallest number such that

Prob(Si(t) ≤ si(t)) = ηi , for i ∈ {1, 2} . (4.1)

Then, constraint (3.7) is equivalent to the following linear constraint:

CPi(t) ≥ si(t) . (4.2)

Furthermore, we define di(t) = si(t)− si(t− 1) for each t, and then replace (3.5) to (3.7) with:

Ii(t) = Ii(t− 1) +
∑

j=A,B

P j
i (t) − di(t) (4.3)

Ii(t) ≥ 0 , (4.4)

where Ii(t) represents CPi(t)−si(t), and we set PA
2 (t) = 0 for notational convenience. We can now

decompose the inventory in Γ1 into two parts

CPi(t)− Si(t) = [si(t)− Si(t)] + [CPi(t)− si(t)] = [si(t)− Si(t)] + Ii(t) ,

where the first term in the rightmost expression represents the mismatch between the minimum

cumulative production quantity and cumulative demand, corresponding to a safety stock, and the

second term is additional inventory produced above the minimum cumulative production require-

ment. Since Ii(t) = CPi(t) − si(t) does not depend on the cumulative demand random variables,

Ii(t) can be considered a decision variable and can be viewed as additional inventory used to balance

production.
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Hence, we can write Γ1 as a linear program below:

Γ2 ≡ min
T

∑

t=1

[Qc(t) · δ · cc · (T − t) + Qb(t) · δ · cb · (τ + T − t)] +
T

∑

t=1

∑

i∈{1,2}

hi · Ii(t)

s. t. (3.1) to (3.4), (4.1) and (4.3) to (4.4) ,

where the decisions variables are Qb(t), Qc(t), PA
1 (t), PB

i (t), KA(t), KB(t), and Ii(t).

We make a few remarks regarding the interpretation of the linear program Γ2. First, it solves

for the optimal capacity purchasing and conversion schedule that meets a set of deterministic

demand di(t)’s with minimum cost. That is, we treat the production requirement di(t) as if this

is the deterministic demand quantities that the company has to produce (instead of considering

demand as stochastic). Thus, if the company had an existing approach or software that solves the

deterministic version of this problem, incorporating stochastic modeling of demand can easily be

accommodated (assuming a chance-constrained service requirement).

Second, this formulation captures some benefit from flexible capacity; the company can use the

same unit of flexible capacity to produce one product in one period and another product in the next

period without adjusting capacities. This is particularly relevant when one product has decreasing

demand while the demand of the other product increases over time. However, this formulation

does not explicitly capture the benefit of risk pooling that may result from delaying production

decisions; we explore this issue in the next section.

5 Capacity Planning with Closed-Loop Production

The formulation Γ2 that we developed in Section 4 does not capture the risk-pooling benefit aris-

ing from closed-loop production and flexible capacity. For example, if the manager has overesti-

mated the speed of product transition from the old to the new product, it is likely that, ex post,

Configuration-A capacity has been converted to Configuration B too fast; nonetheless, since the

Configuration-B capacity has been retro-fitted to be flexible, it can still be used to produce the

old product. Yet, the capacity planning model Γ2 does not account for this flexibility, namely the

value from being able to dynamically allocate the flexible Configuration-B capacity.

One way to account for this benefit is to integrate the dynamic production allocation decisions

into the capacity planning model, for instance by means of dynamic programming. The resulting dy-

namic programming formulation for production decisions, however, is computationally prohibitive

to solve. The complexity arises from multiple compounding factors such as demand uncertainty,

capacity constraints and flexible capacity. To dynamically determine production quantities, one has
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to consider the current inventory position of both products, as well as the period-by-period capacity

plan and demand uncertainties for both products over the remainder of the planning horizon. This

remains a difficult problem. Evans (1967) establishes that the form of the optimal structure follows

an order-up-to-vector policy, but his model does not consider the service level constraints, and it

is difficult to obtain the state-dependent order-up-to vector. Hausman and Peterson (1972) take a

heuristic approach for allocating capacity among multiple items including one that aims to equate

the service levels among the products. More recently, Janakiraman et al. (2008) emphasize the

theoretical and computational challenges of allocating limited capacity among multiple items and

propose a weighted-balancing-rule heuristic (which allocates capacity based on weighted shortfalls

for each product).

Our problem differs from that addressed in these papers: (i) we allow time-varying demand,

accounting for the new product gradually replacing the old product, and (ii) our main focus is the

more strategic decisions of capacity planning. We consider production decisions only to the extent

that they are useful for informing these capacity decisions.

5.1 Single-Period Illustration

To present the basic idea of how we account for the risk pooling benefit of closed-loop production,

we first consider a single-period problem involving flexible capacity. Since there is only one time

period, we drop the time index. We assume that demand of the new product (product 2) has higher

priority than the old product (product 1). Hence, the production decisions, for given fixed capacity

KA and KB and given realized demands S1 and S2, are as follows:

P1 = min

{

µrA
1 KA +

rB
1

rB
2

(µrB
2 KB − S2)

+, S1

}

and P2 = min
{

µrB
2 KB, S2

}

, (5.1)

where µ is the number of machine hours per line of capacity per time period, and rA
1 , rB

1 and

rB
2 are the rates of production. Above, we note that any excess Capacity B can be allocated to

product 1 after observing demand; due to the production rate difference, we need to multiply the

term (µrB
2 KB − S2)

+ with the factor
rB
1

rB
2

. Then, the service level requirements become:

Prob

(

S1 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

(s2 − S2)
+

)

≥ η1 and (5.2)

Prob(S2 ≤ s2) ≥ η2 , (5.3)

where we let s1 ≡ µrA
1 KA and s2 ≡ µrB

2 KB.

Note that conditions (5.2) and (5.3) identify a set of conditions that quantities s1 and s2 must

satisfy. We treat (s1, s2) as static quantities and refer to them as the cumulative production target
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quantities, i.e., if we plan the capacities according to (s1, s2), we would be able to meet the actual

demand with the required service level using this capacity plan. Note that (s1, s2) has a one-to-one

correspondence with capacities (KA,KB). Thus, to find the optimal capacities, it suffices to find

the pair (s1, s2) with the minimum cost while satisfying constraints (5.2) and (5.3).

Since η2 is high, it is reasonable to replace (s2 − S2)
+ with s2 − S2, and we approximate (5.2)

with

Prob

(

S1 +
rB
1

rB
2

S2 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2

)

≥ η1 . (5.4)

We note that (5.4) is more conservative than (5.2), i.e., any (s1, s2) satisfying (5.4) also satisfies

(5.2). Furthermore, for any s2 satisfying (5.3), the difference between (5.2) and (5.4) is bounded

by

Prob

(

S1 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

(s2 − S2)
+

)

− Prob

(

S1 +
rB
1

rB
2

S2 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2

)

= Prob(S2 > s2) · Prob

(

s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

(s2 − S2) ≤ S1 ≤ s1 | S2 > s2

)

≤ (1− η2) · Prob

(

s1 −
rB
1

rB
2

(S2 − s2) ≤ S1 ≤ s1 | S2 > s2

)

.

For instance, if S1 and S2 are independent and uniformly distributed in [0, S1] and [0, S2], respec-

tively, the conditional distribution, (S2 − s2)|(S2 > s2), is uniformly distributed on [0, S2 − s2],

where S2 − s2 ≤ (1− η2)S2 holds by (5.3). Then, the above expression is bounded above by

(1− η2) ·
(

rB
1

rB
2

(1− η2)S2

)

· 1

S1

=
rB
1

rB
2

· S2

S1

· (1− η2)
2 ,

which is a second-order quantity in terms of the new product service level requirement, η2; see

(3.8).

Based on the above approximation, to characterize the values of (s1, s2) satisfying (5.3) and

(5.4), we replace these constraints with two linear constraints: s2 ≥ F−1(η2) and s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2 ≥

G−1(η1), where F and G denote the distributions of S2 and S1 +
rB
1

rB
2

S2, respectively. We define the

feasible set

S(S1, S2) = {(s1, s2) ∈ ℜ+ ×ℜ+ satisfying (5.3) and (5.4)}

=

{

(s1, s2) ∈ ℜ+ ×ℜ+ | s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2 ≥ G−1(η1) , s2 ≥ F−1(η2)

}

. (5.5)

Any capacity plan that corresponds to some (s1, s2) ∈ S(S1, S2) can achieve the desired service

levels under a production rule in which meeting the new product demand takes priority over the
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old product. Note that the problem of finding the value of (s1, s2) minimizing any linear objective

function (for example, one similar to the single-period version of the objective function in Γ2)

subject to S(S1, S2) is a deterministic linear programming problem.

Lemma 1. (a) S(S1, S2) ⊆ ℜ2
+ is a convex set. Furthermore, if (ŝ1, ŝ2) ∈ S(S1, S2), then both

(s1, ŝ2) and (ŝ1, s2) belong to S(S1, S2) for any s1 ≥ ŝ1 and s2 ≥ ŝ2.

(b) The set of extreme points in S(S1, S2) is
{

{(

0,
rB
2

rB
1

G−1(η1)
)

,
(

G−1(η1)− rB
1

rB
2

F−1(η2), F
−1(η2)

)}

if F−1(η2) ≤ rB
2

rB
1

G−1(η1),
{(

0, F−1(η2)
)}

otherwise.

Proof. These results follow directly from (5.5).

Lemma 1(a) implies that, from any (ŝ1, ŝ2) ∈ S(S1, S2), the set S(S1, S2) is unbounded in the

direction of (0, 1) or (1, 0) as well as any of their convex combination. Also, from the boundaries

of S(S1, S2), we observe a complementarity relationship between the cumulative production target

quantities, s1 and s2: when a target quantity for one product is high, the target quantity for the

other product can be low. Furthermore, by part (b) of the above lemma, the optimal solution to

the linear program, if it exists, can be restricted to a line segment (convex combination of extreme

points in the first case) or a single point (the second case).

We now compare the cumulative production target quantities studied in this section (closed-

loop planning), which we denote by (sC
1 , sC

2 ) ∈ S(S1, S2), and the minimum cumulative produc-

tion requirement of Section 4 (open-loop planning), which we denote by (sO
1 , sO

2 ) and is given by

Prob(S1 ≤ sO
1 ) = η1 and Prob(S2 ≤ sO

2 ) = η2; these two constraints represent the counterpart of

S(S1, S2) in the open-loop planning model. The feasible region for (sO
1 , sO

2 ) can be specified with

simple lower bound constraints on each of sO
1 and sO

2 , but the feasible region for (sC
1 , sC

2 ) includes a

linear equation involving both variables. In open-loop planning, since production of each product

is decided before demand realization, sO
1 and sO

2 represent the minimum production quantities for

old and new products, respectively; in closed-loop planning, sC
1 and sC

2 act as a proxy for produc-

tion targets for the purpose of capacity planning, and the actual production quantities depend on

demand realization.

The following results show that the feasible region in open-loop planning is approximately more

restrictive than in closed-loop planning. More specifically, we show that the feasible region in open-

loop planning is more restrictive than the constraints given in (5.2) and (5.3), and that it is more

restrictive than a modified version of (5.4), where η1 is replaced with η1η2 (at high service levels,

η1η2 is a reasonable approximation of η1).
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Lemma 2. If (s1, s2) satisfies Prob(S1 ≤ s1) = η1 and Prob(S2 ≤ s2) = η2, then it satisfies (5.2)

and (5.3). Furthermore, if S1 and S2 are independent, then (s1, s2) satisfies

Prob

(

S1 +
rB
1

rB
2

S2 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2

)

≥ η1η2 .

Proof. Clearly, Prob(S2 ≤ s2) = η2 implies (5.3). Also, Prob(S1 ≤ s1) = η1 implies (5.2) since

(s2 − S2)
+ is nonnegative. Now, if S1 and S2 are independent, then by conditioning on the event

s2 − S2 ≥ 0, we obtain

Prob

(

S1 +
rB
1

rB
2

S2 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

s2

)

= Prob

(

S1 ≤ s1 +
rB
1

rB
2

(s2 − S2)

)

≥ Prob (S1 ≤ s1) · Prob (s2 − S2 ≥ 0) = η1η2 ,

as required.

5.2 Multi-Period Formulation

A multi-period formulation with service level constraints is difficult to analyze even for a production-

inventory control problem without any consideration of capacity issues. In this section, we present

a heuristic approach based on the single-period solution from Section 5.1 by decomposing the

multiple-period problem to a series of single-period problems.

More precisely, we consider a series of single-period problems, one for each t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}.
We aggregate demand in periods 1 through t, apply the notation of the static production quantities

for the aggregated demand. Recall that Si(t) represents the cumulative demand for product i,

i.e., Si(t) = Di(1) + · · · + Di(t), where Di(τ) corresponds to the demand of product i in period

τ ∈ {1, . . . , t}. We define a set of static cumulative production target quantities si(t) that meet the

required service levels for (S1(t), S2(t)), i.e.,

(s1(t), s2(t)) ∈ S(S1(t), S2(t)), (5.6)

where S(S1(t), S2(t)) is defined as in (5.5).

The following lemma formalizes an intuitive result that the cumulative production target quanti-

ties are increasing in time. It also shows that the feasible region restricted to each period eventually

becomes the first case considered in Lemma 1(b). Let Ft and Gt denote the distributions of S2(t)

and S1(t) +
rB
1

rB
2

S2(t), respectively. The proof of Lemma 3 is based on the Central Limit Theorem,

and appears in Appendix A.2. As time increases, the cumulative demand distributions eventually

become dominated by the respective mean values (according to the Central Limit Theorem) and

thus the first case in Lemma 1(b) holds for sufficiently large t.
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Lemma 3. (a) S(S1(t), S2(t)) ⊇ S(S1(t + 1), S2(t + 1)) for any t ≥ 1.

(b) Suppose that {Di(t)|t = 1, 2, . . .} is independent and identically distributed with mean θi > 0

and standard deviation σi, for i ∈ {1, 2}, and D1(t)’s and D2(t)’s are independent. Then,

there exists t such that for any t ≥ t, we have F−1
t (η2) ≤ rB

2

rB
1

G−1
t (η1).

(Part (b) of Lemma 3 can be extended to non-stationary demand settings.)

Now, having defined a feasible region for each (s1(t), s2(t)), we can introduce the objective

function that represents the total equipment and holding costs. The optimization determines

both the capacity plan and the cumulative production targets (s1(t), s2(t)) for all t = 1, 2, . . . , T .

Compared to the analysis in Section 4 where production is determined before demand realization

and thus risk pooling is ignored, we incorporate capacity flexibility into our model through the

use of the set S(S1(t), S2(t)). Our heuristic approach is to use the solution to the deterministic

optimization problem shown below:

Γ3 ≡ min

T
∑

t=1

[Qc(t) · δ · cc · (T − t) + Qb(t) · δ · cB · (τ + T − t)]

+

T
∑

t=1

[h1I1(t) + h2I2(t) + h1E(s1(t)− S1(t)) + h2E(s2(t)− S2(t))]

s. t. (3.1) to (3.4), and (4.3) to (4.4) ,

(s1(t), s2(t)) ∈ S(S1(t), S2(t)) for each t,

where the decisions variables are Qb(t), Qc(t), PA
1 (t), PB

i (t), KA(t), KB(t) and Ii(t), in addition

to s1(t) and s2(t). In this formulation, we take (s1(t), s2(t)) as a proxy for required cumulative

production quantities for products 1 and 2, and therefore as a proxy for the required capacities.

Since the set S(S1(t), S2(t)) defines a set of linear constraints (see equation (5.5)), problem Γ3 is a

linear program.

We can show that an optimal value of (s1(t), s2(t)) is a convex combination of the extreme

points of S(S1(t), S2(t)) even though S(S1(t), S2(t)) is unbounded. See Lemma 1(b) for the charac-

terization of extreme points. In other words, we can restrict the choice of (s1(t), s2(t)) to either the

unique extreme point if there is only one extreme point in S(S1(t), S2(t)), or otherwise on the line

segment between two extreme points. This observation can be used to reduce the dimension of the

problem. To show this result, we note that the holding cost h1 is charged to both the “safety stock”,

E(s1(t)−S1(t)), and any quantity produced above the target quantity, I1(t) = CP1(t)− s1(t), and

the sum of these quantities is invariant of the value of s1(t). Thus, s1(t) can be made as small
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as possible without affecting optimality subject to the (s1(t), s2(t)) ∈S(S1(t), S2(t))) constraint. A

similar argument holds for the holding cost h2 of product 2.

The difference between Γ3 (closed-loop planning) and Γ2 of Section 4 (open-loop planning)

lies in constraints involving (s1(t), s2(t)), for each t. As illustrated in the single-period discussion

(Section 5.1), the feasible region of Γ2 is generally more restrictive than Γ3 at high service levels.

The results in Lemma 2 carry through in the multi-period formulation.

While the problem Γ3 is still a deterministic optimization problem, our use of (s1(t), s2(t))

accounts for some risk pooling in closed-loop production using flexible capacity. Similar to the

discussion in Section 5.1, the quantities s1(t) and s2(t) are essentially capacity measures that corre-

spond to the cumulative capacity requirement of Configuration A and Configuration B production

lines, respectively. The feasible region defined by S(S1(t), S2(t)) accounts for the risk-pooling effect

by coupling the capacity requirements of the two products. We note that the quantities (s1(t), s2(t))

are approximate values for the required capacity since we do not explicitly capture dynamic pro-

duction adjustments that may be allowed in each period. However, treating them conveniently

as cumulative “production” quantities in the deterministic formulation of problem Γ3 allows us to

solve for a capacity plan that is capable of meeting the service level requirement, a problem that is

otherwise difficult to solve.

6 Application

In this paper, we have described two approaches for solving the capacity planning problem. The

open-loop planning approach, shown in formulation Γ2, may result in over-investment of capacity

by ignoring the potential risk-pooling benefit from postponing the production (Section 4) while

the closed-loop planning approach, based on formulation Γ3, approximately captures the benefit of

production postponement through a set of cumulative production target quantities (Section 5). In

this section, we apply these two solution approaches to a case motivated by Intel. The case involves

two product families with one family gradually replacing the other. The company wishes to learn

what the capacity plan should be if they have a forecast that reflects the actual demand trend,

given the uncertainty in their forecast process. Figure 2 shows the monthly demand forecast. In

this example, the standard deviation for the monthly forecast error is estimated to be 30% of the

mean demand for the new product and 20% for the old product. For the purpose of numerical

investigation, we assume that the demand distributions are Normal and independent.

The equipment configurations, costs, and production rates are given in Table 1. The conversion
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Figure 2: Forecast of Demand

Equipment
Configuration

Tools Tool Cost Production Rate
(units/hr)

A

a $0.391M

rA
1 = 2450b $1.110M

c $0.425M

B

a $0.391M
rB
1 = 3000

b′ $1.800M
rB
2 = 3200

c $0.425M

Table 1: Equipment Costs and Production Rates

involves replacing tool b with tool b’, which costs $1.8 Million; a brand-new line of Configuration

B (including tools a, b’ and c) costs about $2.62 Million. The production rate of the new product

(rB
2 ) is higher than the old product (rB

1 ). In addition, the production rate for the old product is

higher on Configuration B (rB
1 ) than on Configuration A (rA

1 ). The depreciation rate is 2% of the

original purchase price of the equipment per month. The conversion lead time and the installation

lead time for a brand new line are both one month. Service requirement is 98%. Machine hours

per month are 720 (here, equipment down time is factored into the production rate). Holding cost

per unit of product is based on the value-added by this production module, and is equal to $0.01

per month for both products. In addition, we assume that at the beginning of the time horizon

there are six Configuration-A lines and one Configuration-B line. As mentioned before, we treat

the decision variables Qc(t) and Qb(t) as fractional quantities.

In Section 6.1, we demonstrate the advantage of the closed-loop planning approach over open-

loop planning. We then examine the capacity plan details in Section 6.2 to uncover two key tradeoffs

that affect the capacity paths over time.
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6.1 Performance Comparison of the Two Approaches

In order to evaluate each capacity plan, we need to address in more detail how the production will

be carried out, namely how we will simulate the production decisions for a given capacity plan.

As mentioned earlier, the problem of finding the optimal production policy under service level

constraints in a dynamic setting is known to be difficult. As a result, we use a dynamic production

policy that is simple to describe and approximates the actual production practice. The policy is

based on a time-varying inventory target: in each period, we decide on the production quantity

that will bring the inventory position as close as possible to the target inventory level. (Note

that the target inventory may not be reached because of capacity availability or excess carried-

over inventory.) This production rule has some theoretical appeal because the optimal production

policy under a cost-minimization setting (without service level constraints) follows this form (Evans,

1967). The target inventory level is based on a heuristic that takes advantage of the cumulative

production target quantities si(t), which are an output of the optimization problem for capacity

planning. In particular, we set the target inventory, which we denote by yi(t), to the expected

amount of inventory we would have in period t, which is si(t)−E[Si(t)] where E[Si(t)] is the mean

cumulative demand for product i by time t and si(t) is an output from the capacity planning model.

The following algorithm states the dynamic production policy used in the simulation: Let Xi(t)

be the realized demand for product i in period t and let Ii(t) be the inventory or backordes (if

negative) of product i. We use LKj, j = {A,B} to denote leftover capacity.

Algorithm 1 (Dynamic Production Policy). For each period t, we decide production using the

following procedure:

Step 1. Fill the backorders and current period demand of the new product (using Capacity B) and compute
leftover Capacity B.

P2(t) ← min{[X2(t)− I2(t− 1)]+, µ · rB

2 (t) ·KB(t)} ,

LKB ← [KB(t)− (X2(t)− I2(t− 1))/(µ · rB

2 (t))]+.

Step 2. Fill the backorders and current period demand of the old product (using Capacity B only if
Capacity A has been exhausted).

P1(t) ← min{[X1(t)− I1(t− 1)]+, µ · rB

1 (t) · LKB + µ · rA

1 (t) ·KA(t)} ,

LKA ← [KA(t)− (X1(t)− I1(t− 1))/(µ · rA

1 (t))]+ ,

LKB ←
{

LKB − [X1(t)− I1(t− 1)− µ · rA

1 (t) ·KA(t))]+/(µ · rB

1 (t))
}+

.

Step 3. If LKB > 0, produce to meet the inventory target of the new product y2(t) (using Capacity B).

P2(t) ← P2(t) + min{y2(t), µ · rB

2 (t) · LKB} ,

LKB ← [LKB − y2(t)/(µ · rB

2 (t))]+ .
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Step 4. If LKA > 0 or LKB > 0, produce to meet the inventory target of the old product y1(t) (again
using Capacity B only if Capacity A has been exhausted).

P1(t) ← P1(t) + min{y1(t), µ · rB

1 (t) · LKB + µ · rA

1 (t) · LKA} .

Step 5. Update the inventory and repeat for the next time period.

I1(t) ← I1(t− 1) + P1(t)−X1(t) ,

I2(t) ← I2(t− 1) + P2(t)−X2(t) .

The dynamic production policy described in Algorithm 1 is not an optimal policy, which is

complex to characterize and to compute. It is a reasonable dynamic policy used to evaluate the

capacity plans.

We then simulate the monthly demand from month 1 to month 16 according to the demand

forecast in Figure 2 and the estimated uncertainty. For each set of demand realization and each

capacity plan, we allocate production according to the policy described above. The service level for

each product at each time period is recorded by counting the percentage of time that demand is

met from stock and we average the service levels over the 16 months. We repeat this simulation for

10, 000 demand sets. We report the average service level for each product, the average total cost,

and the 95% confidence intervals of the cost. Tables 2 and 3 present the performance comparison

as the target service level and the unit holding cost vary respectively. We evaluate the open-loop

capacity plan using two policies: the static production policy (where production is determined at

the beginning of the planning horizon according to Γ2 and is not adjusted as demand is realized) and

the dynamic production policy (following Algorithm 1). The closed-loop capacity plan is evaluated

with the dynamic production policy only (since it is not meaningful to evaluate a capacity plan

that considers closed-loop production with a static production policy).

We make several observations. First, the open-loop capacity plan with static production yields

the targeted service levels; this is expected since the capacity plan derived under the assumption of

open-loop production involves no approximation for the service levels. This serves as a validation

for our implementation. Second, both capacity plans provide service levels that exceed the target

under the dynamic production rule and the default holding cost h = 0.01 (Table 2). However, the

closed-loop capacity plan demonstrates more “balanced” service levels between the old and the new

products (i.e., a smaller gap between the service levels for the two products), This may be due to the

fact that the closed-loop capacity plan considers dynamic capacity allocation, which is consistent

with the dynamic production rule. Third, the closed-loop capacity plan results in lower total cost

than the open-loop capacity plan. As the target service level changes from 95% to 99%, the savings
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from the closed-loop plan increases from $0.44M (18% of the total cost) to $0.66M (21% of the

total cost). Finally, under very low unit holding cost, as shown in Table 3 for cases h = 0.001

and h = 0.0001, the resulting service level for the old product using the open-loop capacity plan

falls significantly below the target level whereas the closed-loop plan achieves the required service

level. These observations indicate that incorporating closed-loop production into capacity planning

is preferable to the capacity planning that ignores this. We have also tested the capacity plans

using other reasonable production policies including one that exhausts the available capacity in

each period, and the closed-loop planning approach consistently shows better performance than

the open-loop planning approach, indicating that our observations are robust with respect to the

choice of the production policy that we have used.

6.2 Capacity Plan

We now consider the optimal capacity paths obtained under both approaches. In our canonical

example illustrated by Figure 3(d) (h = 0.01), incorporating closed-loop production leads to a

delayed and smaller buildup of flexible capacity, as well as delayed and slightly fewer conversions

of existing Configuration-A lines. This is further demonstrated in Figure 4. Table 4 provides a

summary of the total number of conversions and new purchases, as well as the corresponding costs.

(Note that these costs are derived from problems Γ2 and Γ3 and are not the simulated costs.)

It is no surprise that the consideration of closed-loop production reduces the overall capac-

ity cost. In particular, the closed-loop planning solution delays and reduces purchases of new

Configuration-B lines even as the unit holding cost varies (Figure 5). Therefore, ignoring the

risk-pooling effect in closed-loop production results in a purchase plan that is too aggressive.

Incorporating closed-loop production consideration, however, could result in earlier or later

conversions, as illustrated in Figure 3. There are two major tradeoffs in this capacity planning

problem. (1) To build up Configuration B capacity, the company faces a choice between conversions

and purchases. Given that Configuration-B capacity is flexible and can produce both products, it

should be less risky to convert equipment under closed-loop production than open-loop production,

arguing for more aggressive conversions under closed-loop production. (2) The second tradeoff

is based on the contrast between the chase strategy (the capacity buildup follows the demand

pattern gradually) and the level strategy (stable capacity is maintained through time except “quick”

capacity changes). Allowing production adjustment after demand realization delays initial capacity

investment because of the risk-pooling effect; but because of insufficient capacity or inventory

later in time, it accelerates capacity build-up. These two tradeoffs impact the capacity path and
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Target Service Level
Capacity Plan Open-loop Planning Closed-loop Planning
Production Static Dynamic Dynamic

99%
ave. SL 1 99.04% 99.99% 99.94%
ave. SL 2 98.98% 99.23% 99.42%
total cost ($M) 3.46([2.23, 4.73]) 3.16([2.71, 3.42]) 2.50([2.01, 2.78])

98%
ave. SL 1 98.00% 99.99% 99.87%
ave. SL 2 98.00% 98.41% 98.83%
total cost ($M) 3.14([1.93, 4.40]) 2.85([2.43, 3.10]) 2.28([1.81, 2.55])

97%
ave. SL 1 96.91% 99.99% 99.80%
ave. SL 2 97.02% 97.53% 98.22%
total cost ($M) 2.94([1.77, 4.20]) 2.66([2.25, 2.90]) 2.14([1.69, 2.42])

95%
ave. SL 1 94.85% 99.99% 99.60%
ave. SL 2 95.05% 95.68% 96.87%
total cost ($M) 2.67([1.55, 3.92]) 2.40([2.02, 2.64]) 1.96([1.54, 2.23])

Table 2: Performance Comparison (h = 0.01)

Holding cost
Capacity Plan Open-loop Planning Closed-loop Planning
Production Static Dynamic Dynamic

h = 0.0001
ave. SL 1 98.93% 99.77% 99.94%
ave. SL 2 99.31% 88.13% 99.43%
total cost ($M) 0.903([0.891, 0.916]) 0.889([0.884, 0.894]) 0.890([0.884, 0.893])

h = 0.001
ave. SL 1 98.84% 99.88% 99.99%
ave. SL 2 99.05% 86.72% 99.31%
total cost ($M) 1.16([1.04, 1.29]) 1.04([0.99, 1.09]) 1.03([0.98, 1.06])

h = 0.005
ave. SL 1 98.00% 99.99% 99.87%
ave. SL 2 98.26% 97.70% 98.85%
total cost ($M) 2.07([1.47, 2.70]) 1.91([1.69, 2.04]) 1.59([1.36, 1.73])

h = 0.01
ave. SL 1 98.00% 99.99% 99.87%
ave. SL 2 98.00% 98.41% 98.83%
total cost ($M) 3.14([1.93, 4.40]) 2.85([2.43, 3.10]) 2.28([1.81, 2.55])

h = 0.1
ave. SL 1 98.00% 99.99% 99.94%
ave. SL 2 97.96% 98.51% 98.39%
total cost ($M) 22.3([10.3, 35.0]) 19.5([15.2, 22.0] 14.6([10.4, 17.1])

h = 0.5
ave. SL 1 98.00% 99.99% 99.95%
ave. SL 2 97.96% 98.51% 98.50%
total cost ($M) 107.7([47.3, 170.8]) 93.3([72.1, 105.8]) 69.6([49.0, 81.7])

Table 3: Performance Comparison (Target service level is 98%)
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(b) h = 0.001
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(c) h = 0.005
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(d) h = 0.01 (default value)
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(e) h = 0.1
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(f) h = 0.5

Figure 3: Capacity Path Comparison as Holding Cost Changes
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(a) Open-loop Planning
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(b) Closed-loop Planning

Figure 4: Capacity Plan (h = 0.01)

Method Open-loop Planning Closed-loop Planning

Conversions 3.50 3.44
New Lines 1.38 0.91
Depreciation cost $1.00M $0.91M

Holding cost $2.14M $1.63M

Total Cost $3.15M $2.54M

Table 4: Capacity and Cost Comparison (h = 0.01)
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Figure 5: New Purchases

conversions in opposite ways. When the unit holding cost is low relative to equipment cost, a level

strategy is favored (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)); when the unit holding cost is high, it is optimal to

follow a chase strategy (Figures 3(e) and 3(f)).

7 Conclusion

We identify a crucial capacity planning problem in the context of a product transition, in which

a new generation product replaces an older product. As the factory transitions the production

from one product to the next, the capacity requirements also shift. In particular, capacity of the

new equipment configuration needs to grow over time. The increasing capacity could be met by

purchasing new lines, or by converting existing lines; the latter is the cheaper option. Capacity

planning decides the schedule for equipment purchases and conversions, that satisfies a set of service

level constraints under uncertain and time-varying demand. We develop two alternative approaches

for determining the capacity plan: one in which we set the production decisions for the entire

planning horizon before any demand is observed (which is a proxy for Intel’s current approach)

and one in which we approximate a dynamic production control policy. We show that although

both methods generally meet the target service levels, the latter yields both lower equipment cost

and lower inventory cost. We examine the performance of the methods as the holding cost varies,

and as the target service level changes. This sensitivity analysis also reveals two major tradeoffs

impacting the capacity decisions, namely, the choice between conversions and new purchases, and

between a level versus chase strategy. These understandings are crucial for high-tech companies to

make informed capacity decisions each time a product transition takes place. The method is shown

to work well for Intel and we believe that it is applicable to many other manufacturing companies
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who regularly manage product transitions.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional Argument for Section 3

Uniform Demand: Proof of (3.8)

Note that the relative error of the inventory quantity, denoted by φ, is given by

φ =
E[CPi(t)− Si(t)]

+ − E[CPi(t)− Si(t)]

E[CPi(t)− Si(t)]+
=

E[Si(t)− CPi(t)]
+

E[CPi(t)− Si(t)] + E[Si(t)− CPi(t)]+

=
1

E[CPi(t)−Si(t)]
E[Si(t)−CPi(t)]+

+ 1
.

Suppose that Si(t) is uniformly distributed on [α, β]. Since CPi(t) is the ηi-th fractile of Si(t), we

have

E[Si(t)] =
α + β

2
= α +

β − α

2

CPi(t) = α + η(β − α)

E[Si(t)− CPi(t)]
+ = (β − α) · (1− ηi)

2

2

Then,

E[CPi(t)− Si(t)]

E[Si(t)− CPi(t)]+
=

α + η(β − α)− α− β−α
2

(β − α) · (1−ηi)2

2

=
η(β − α)− β−α

2

(β − α) · (1−ηi)2

2

=
η − 1

2
(1−ηi)2

2

=
2η − 1

(1− ηi)2
.

Therefore,

φ =
1

2η−1
(1−ηi)2

+ 1
=

1
2η−1

(1−ηi)2
+ (1−ηi)2

(1−ηi)2

=
1

[

η2
1

(1−ηi)2

] =
(1− ηi)

2

η2
i

.

Normal Demand

Figure 6 shows the expected relative error in our inventory approximation.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. Part (a) follows directly from (5.5) and an observation that S(S1(t), S2(t)) is stochastically

increasing in t.

For Part (b), the Central Limit Theorem implies that the distributions of [S2(t)− tθ2] /
√

tσ2
2

and [S1(t) + ρS2(t)− t(θ1 + ρθ2)] /
√

tσ2
1 + tρσ2

2 converge in distribution to the standard normal
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Figure 6: The relative error of the expected inventory quantity approximation E[Si(t) −
CPi(t)]

+/E[CPi(t) − Si(t)]
+ as a function of t when Si(t) is normally distributed with mean tµ

and standard deviation
√

tσ. Note σ/µ = 0.5.

distributions, where ρ =
rB
1

rB
2

. Let Φ−1(η) represent the inverse of the standard normal distribution

corresponding to η. Then, for any ǫ > 0, we have

tθ2 +
√

tσ2
2Φ

−1(η2 − ǫ) ≤ F−1
t (η2) ≤ tθ2 +

√

tσ2
2Φ

−1(η2 + ǫ)

and also

t(θ1 + ρθ2) +
√

tσ2
1 + tρσ2

2Φ
−1(η1 − ǫ)

ρ
≤ G−1

t (η1)

ρ
≤ t(θ1 + ρθ2) +

√

tσ2
1 + tρσ2

2Φ
−1(η1 + ǫ)

ρ
,

for sufficiently large t. Since the bounds of F−1
t (η2) consist of a linear term tθ2 and lower ordering

terms, and the bounds of
G−1

t
(η1)

ρ
consist of a linear term t(θ2 + θ1/ρ) and lower order terms, where

θ2 > 0, we conclude that F−1
t (η2) <

G−1
t

(η1)
ρ

when t is sufficiently large.
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